
Cane fruit...raspberries, blackberries and hybrid berries 

 
Raspberries and blackberries are ‘compound fruit’, made up of compound parts known as drupelets, 
each of which contains a separate seed (as opposed to, say, a plum, which is a single drupe). 
 
Raspberry: rubus idaeus 
 
Raspberries should be grown in a sheltered place and/or held in a framework. 
Strong winds can damage canes and developing fruit. Use windbreaks and tie in the canes. 
 
Raspberries hate waterlogging yet need plenty of moisture. 
If it is too wet the roots will rot, but fruit needs water to swell and keep growing. Install drainage or 
grow on ridges in wet areas. Irrigate...or grow in Scotland! 
 
Raspberry leaves can turn yellow (chlorosis). 
This is due to iron/magnesium deficiency. It is caused by growing on alkaline/limey soils (pH under 7). 
 
Avoid the need for weeding after planting. 
Perennial weeds are hard to remove from amongst canes. Prepare and weed thoroughly a wide strip 
of soil (over 1 metre) and mulch after planting. 
 
The final spacing of canes should be 7-10cm. 
New canes are planted at intervals of 30-38cm, 4-7cm deep. This is because new canes will be 
produced in between those which have been planted. 
 
Pruning raspberries 
 

a) Autumn rasps. At the end of the summer, remove all of the planted cane, and new canes 
which have grown – prune everything to the ground! 

 
b) Summer rasps. In the first year new canes will grow, but will not fruit. Do not prune anything 

this year (though the original cane may be removed). In the second year, more canes will 
grow and fruit will appear on the previous year’s growth – fruit is always produced on the 
previous year’s growth on summer rasps. Prune the canes which have fruited down to the 
ground, but leave the new growth intact. 
 

Varieties: 
- Malling jewel 
- Glen moy 
- Glen prosen 
- Malling admiral 
- Leo 

 
Blackberry: rubus fruticosus 
 
Blackberries (brambles) will not grow from suckers like rasps, but shoots may re-enter the ground 
away from the starting point. 
 
Varieties: 

- Oregon thornless 
- Fantasia 
- Ashton cross 
- Loch ness 

 
Hybrids 
 
Most hybrids are crosses between rasps and blackberries. Varieties include: tayberry, loganberry, 
tummelberry, boysenberry and many others. Japanese wineberry is not a hybrid but a distinct type of 
berry. 
 
 



SUMMARY 
 

1. Summer raspberries produce new canes at the same time as the previous year’s canes are 
fruiting. 

2. New blackberry canes emerge from the base of the plant, but raspberries produce suckers. 
3. Pruning is simply to remove old wood that has finished fruiting. 
4. Removing perennial weeds from within suckering plants is difficult. 
5. Feeding is required to replace nutrients lost in fruiting and pruning. 
6. Support and training are used to maintain a narrow row/two-dimensional framework. 

 
 


